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oriented politics of the guerrilla. Comrads whose committment lies in furthering the revolutionary struggle can best do this by clarifying their egg
political positions thru direct action. The strength of the revolutionary
movement lies in the diversity of all of its participants, since there is
no singularly 'correct' path leading to the total victory of the social
revolution.
The four of us are presently working on a detailed analysis of the actions and underlying ideological foundations of the S.L.A., both past and
present. This should clarify our position and answer many folks questions,
including such distorted interpretations as the one put forth in "History
Will Absolve Us" that the S.L.A.'s federation concept was meant to lead to
the building of a Karxist-Leninist party at some future date.
We will consistently come out against all future attempts by any other
folto who use the name of the S.L.A. as a way of giving voice to their own
politics, no matter how well-intentioned they may seem. We feel it is important not to contribute to the myths that have grown around the S.L.A.
Guerrilla Love & Rage

right to speak for the S.L.A.
We assume that those who wrote the statements we distributed were
well-intentioned,' and that they will carefully analyze the following
statement from the S.L.A. to aid them in developing even greater levels
of revolutionary consciousness and strength.

We are distributing Part Two of the H.W.L.F. communique of 9/26/75 (part one was in DRAGON $3) in this issue
except in copies sent to locked down comrades. Part Two
consists of detailed insfruct'ions on making switches for
explosive devices. We have found previously that such
stuff simply 'doesn't make it through the walls
when
mailed. On the first side of the communique on the upper
right diagram we have written "illegible" —we could not
read what was written in the copy we saw. On the second
side in the lower left diagram where we have "iritator",
it should read "initiator".

the creation of its destruction. At
ques from underground groups.
any rate a cur-rent, and no doubt re**#*•**#*•**#****•* *#*•#*'*****#*****###**
current project is to examine and atDue to constant exposure, it's
tempt to understand our success and
nearly innate in our collective Kind
failure arid to learn from our history.
that expressions of unity with the
We recieved some feedback indicarevolutionary underground froa the
ting that we haven't maintained cla(local, however we have no indication
rity in our purpose and practice as
that the hay area is unique in this
an organization, particularly through.
regard) left are few— the exception
DRAGON. When we formed in 1974, as
rather than the rule, 7/hile the six
when we began to print DRAGON? we deSLA members burned in Los Angeles may
fined our practice narrowly: we've
very well begin to appear on lists of
tried to break down the barriers of
martyrs to be rattled off as examples
cosKnunication surrounding the issue
of revolutionary courage and heroism,
of armed struggle as an acceptable
we see little reason, to think that,
(and we think necessary) means for
should a similar situation again
social change and aid in a desiysti—emerge, the organized aboveground
fication process of people involved
left will be much more supportive or
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constructively critical that it was
two years ago. While segments of the
alxreeground movement have actually
• begun to taclile the issue of clandestine revolutionary activity in a serious manner, this practice is not
yet widespread -and actual expressions
of the undertaking are few. The left
has learned to dismiss the underground
(and, as if by osmosis, its aboveground support) over too often phony
issues., A few have been able and
will continue to combat these common attitudes,
We feel that we have failed to
maintain clarity in presenting our
subject matter in proper perspective.
By constantly focusing on clandestine
revolutionary activity ..and our sup-

port for and constructive criticism
of it, we have helped create the illusion of a stronger and more unified
laft than exists. Comrades, (often
prisoners) for some reason isolated
from our perspective concerning tlxe
limited capabilities of the movement
have been given false hopes, at least
partially from reading our material.
We are sharply self-critical in this
regard; false hopes are nothing but
detrimental. Prisoners have a real,
and often desparate, stake in the
success of a revolutionary movement.
Our focus presented without perspective can lead comrades to defeatism
when hopes ignited by desparatioa
come into contact with reality. We
aint at the palace gates and ws want

we repeat: the palace gates aint even
in sight— wishing and pretending
won't make it.
******#•« #*****##***#***********-*-****#
We should also correct a miscon~
ception on the part of some comrades
as to our status in the movement: we
are aboveground and our dialogue with
the underground is purely public
through our paper, leaflets and other
publications. We cannot provide any
link-ups in terms of personell or
material with the underground: any
direct link (particularly considering our political stance) would
constitute an unthinkable breach of
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Area have developed a mystique as a
center of revolutionary activity and
organisation; the degree to which
that is a reality is only an indication of the impoverished state of the
movement nation-wide. We cannot fan
the flames of false hopes to people
living under the subtle or not so
subtle boot of American imperialism
and repression. We mustn't allow our
desire and need for a revolutionary
mobilization to cause us to stray
from concrete fact. We will attempt
to maintain in theory and practice a
perspective based in -reality.
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give up what little they have unless they feel they have a reasonable
chance of ending up with a better deal for themselves or those they care
most about. It is through that and an understanding of class struggle
that people will be able to relate in a cocnaitted way to struggles of
others..The line must not point frora other peoples1 struggles back toward
our own, but the other way around. When people realize that they can move
against their enemy, they will; and when they realize that their eneny
is the common enemy, they will embrace the struggles of all sisters and
brothers.
following are several letters we have received which deal with
(among other things) one aspect of this problem: racism and leftist
organizing.

As for Joe's letter criticizing
the left for neglecting the white
partisan, in Prison, and deepening negative feelings among whits and brown
convicts, hs assessed the problem
well. So much comes to my irdnd on .
this subject I don't even Imow where
to start. There are many mistakes
of the past that need to be overcome
not only with white&brown conviats
but with the same segment of people
outside as well. In most minds,

ally alH decisions t:o strike are arrived at collectively among the races.
White & Brown usually make up the vast
majority of such strikers, sacrifice
justu as much, and get beaten just as
hard, yet when it comes to outside
support, they see that its primarily
KLack convicts who get it, who recieve
visits from "activist" lawyers or organizations. Ehey pick up: a "left"
paper and read how ""black convicts
lead the strike," and how so and so
was "beaten or gassed but no mention
of the Brown and White brothers on
either side who also got beaten or
gassed the same way, for the same
thing. In many instances, while
felony charges would be filed, the
black convict would have "left" lawyers and support; the white convict
in the same position, would have a
public defender and nothing else,
"fronted & left" (to hang). Along
with this he is put on the defensive
from white liberals attacking white
people in general, when In fact the
white convict feels he has been fucked over.as bad or worse than black..
convicts,, .He doesn't even begin to

understand what people are talking
about y/hen they say "white skin privilege," He is the step child who
is pushed aside, and fronted off and
attacked, ?/hite convicts, white people ain't S.In." He sees his white
sisters and brothers who disdain him
for Black people} the reaction is
natural, the rift widens, the bitterness grows deeper and a whole segment
of strong, potentially good revolutionary people are alienated, left
to become more reactionary; enemies
instead of comrades.

as in here, only here its magnified
a great deal a,nd I've had a close look
at it, studied it for many years, sad.
understand it. Let me illustrate one
more point and we'll get into remedies.
I've been in a. relatively good
position among people here. 1 first
came to prison when I was 20 yrs. old
(Scledad and S.Q.) I have many close
friends in. the so-called "prison
gangs" White and Chicane. 1 have mut>ual respect and comradeship with nany.
Now I've only outlined th<3 gerighteous Mack people, Therefore I'm
neral- thinMng and. experiences o.f
able to communicate freely, and I do.
white and brow.u convicts. Some of
I've always seen the great rsTolutionIts blcwa out of propor-tio.ru Some of
ary potential and have always tried
its wrong, sojae of its right neverto cultivate it thru words and actions.
theless its the predominant thinking
The events of Nov. '73 and Jan.
and feeling.. It isn't the fault of
*74 .t&st righteously Electified these
the 'black convict so much as it is
people, it crossed all lines,everythe white left, who actually foster
body wanted to talk about it, and how
what they purport to fight against.
righteous these people were. Peoplie
My own position is this; I stru* who would dismiss revolutionaries as
ggle aa hard as I can., in the most
"shit talkers" or "nigger lovers"
intelligent effective manner open to
•were reading the S.I..A. statements and
a© wherever I am, I'm not looking to
declarations, groups were forming,
be a superstar or for recognition,
discussing it, getting into and behind
I do it for myself, plain and simple. it, and seeing things like for the
It's become, my life and I wouldn't
first, time. "Hey, check this in. the

anfi the credible disclosures of MB
past collaboration) &ud then came the
Shootout in l.A. that we all heard on

the radio, there were tears of rage
and sorrow in a lot of eyes then, and
everyone understood the very profound
statement they made v;ith their lives,
Ko one, not even the most rabid reactionary could take anything away from~
them.
Then shortly after, I Relieve it
was June 2nd, when Bill & Emily made
those fucked up blundering li"bsral
statements attacking white people*
SHI2J 1 watched that bring people

to get their minds open so they'll
think about and accept what they see,,
after that you can criticize and re-fine them because once the basic
awareness is there it's like opening
the eyes of a blind person, -they won1 ,
go hack to bullshit,
'Jhoae statements were so unnecessary. If they had jus-fe jaade positive
statements exerting whits people,, eis~
phaBiiting class lines, and saylag in.
effect, see,, white people are front
line revolutionaries too. We are all
oppressed, our interests are the
Same, we're under the same heel, .Put
all petty differences aside arid let
us concentrate our energy on. the Enemy
of all working class and poor people,.
Positive statements such, as these
would've made a world of difference
instead of injecting division into
it, giving white people the impression they really aren't worthy, or
should move out of feelings of gu.ilrfc
etc.. It would in no way detract
from black, or third world people, nor
would it alienate them, .fhey understand the need for -unity, and they
also understand that white people
do suffer the sane oppression, no matter hpv/ its disguised. Exert the

at the ¥hole, arid find ways to gffeoiiZ®iZ "tti'fce as rauch of that whole as
possible» 5?his is going to take a
strategic reappraisal and principled,
hard struggle, but.it must be done*
One can say, "yeah, but the fact is
most white people are racist, etc.
etc," It's true, and all poor and
working class whites are in the sasie
oppressive trick bag, in prison and
on the streets, their .racism is played
on to the hilt by the ruling class,
to keep this mass of people*from looking at who the true enemy is.
How, we jaust accept that most
all people have a certain, amount of
racism, no matter whether it's inherent or environmental, it* these. And
it should be attacked, only not in
the manner it has been generally,
Instead of attacking this question in the classical liberal manner
(which will NEVER be effective as it
puts these people on the defensive,
and divides rather than unites) It is
necessary to emphasize class lines,
to educate people about who is the
enemy of all people are. Don't deny
the good aspects of* white culture,

the need for Unity, it couldn't be any
other way. Tliese people won't be approaching the straggle from guilt, or
self depreciation or paternalism, but
from a position of self-respect,
strength and comradeship, the strongest bast there is. I know what I'm
saying, I've experienced it and analyzed it. I-'-ve also discussed this
with progressive Black people, and
they agree, it's hard for to have
true comradeship and mutual respect
with white people coaling from that
old liberal guilt trip, it's the

red and angry, and ignorant to where
to R.O.A.R. meetings in Boston, to see
what the "enemy" is doing. They should they should be directing their anger.
Now, I realize what I'm saying
put aside all their slackness, and
doesn't conform to popular left "lines"
st§ndari catch phrases (they're so
nevertheless
if the white left doesn't
caught up; into talking to each other,
take a basic reassessment, and start
they don «t realise common people
ft rue1/ applying scientific socialism,
don't understand the language of textInstead of paying lip service to it
book dialectical materialism), toywith ineffective divisive liberal.
way they should be going to those
bullshit, (it had its time in the 60s
meetings to work with the people to
and was needed, a start, thens but.
appear as one of them; not to get up
its time to progress) then the strugand attack them as a bug.ch of racist
gle will be infinitly harder to say
dogs, but to talk about: "Let's look.
the least.
at the facts, I think we've been on
^Ito closing, check Russ & Joes letthe wrong track and playing into the
ter in Bragon#2 where they are trying
hands of the government etc. etc.
to pull "white" people, the connotafhese black.people are being used just
tions had the opposite effect, you
like we are, they're not the ones who
can see how they could have dor.e it
did this, it's the governments * fault,
siueh better and far more effectives
and here's why they want to keep us
positive.
at each others' throat." "Lets send
REVOLUTIONS ARE THE LOCOMOTIVES
OF
a coiomittee to Roxbury to talk with
HISTORY
black people and see what they really
think, let's get it together, and work
Revolutions are the locomotives of
it. out and start putting the blame &,
History!
energy where it belongs."— Of course
it's not easy, arid of course you're
Ken Corno
not going to change alL of them, but
Polsom Prison
they're basically just regular peo-

black! One can repeat formulas of
class structure according to income
anfi work and feel, like a lot has been
accomplished. But what is needed is
a concrete analysis of concrete conditions, "the living soul of Marxism."
What is needed is a method that analyzes the motion of society, the contradictions and the changes in. relation to historical realities, possibilities, and necessities. In the TJ^S,,
in the past twenty years, the white
industrial, proletariat has seldom exercised its revolutionary initiative.
Many have sought to dogmatically apply Marxism-leninism* The class analrsis of many New Left in practice reflect this reality.
The central issue evolves around
the position, of the white working

tions which throw millions of people
out of the work force, and therefore
breaking ties with the production
process, Ehis causes sonie to enter
into what capitalist laws denote as
criminal, activity. This does not
make them enemies, in general, dangerous,, Also a consistent concrete
program that educates, organizes, and
gives revolutionary aid to prisoners
across the country must be built, A
program built collectively by those
inside and those outside in order to
win I
The aid we speak of is not after
we are murdered and brutalized as Comrades Dotson and George Jackson have
teen. We are tired of being beaten,
murdered, and dehumanized for someone
to Virrite about after. We:all know
these conditions exist before. Hhe
need exists to deal with them now}
Many white-led organizations negate
in practice the manifestation of racism and the objective conditions of
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the necessity of advancing many forms
of struggle.
Lenin, in. Guerrilla Warfare,
pointed out facts that many on the
New Left would rather hide: "It is
not guerrilla actions which disorganize the movement, but the weakness of a party which is incapable
of taking such actions, 'under it's
control18 In conclusion it is felt
that the Weather Underground, SLA,

in it, nor is it particularly necessitated, (better fewer, but betterLenin). The aspirations of those who
seek an all inclusiveness, incorporating all Hew left groups only hinder
the riscessary building of the party
and the United Front...Lenin stated
that; " We must first divide and
then unite,"
Thom&a Motley

fpr granted that people know and understand that the struggle in this
country is not race, not white against
Black and third world. The struggle
is class, that of the pig ruling class
against the rest of the people. Because this most important fact is supposed to be known and accepted by the
people'''t no mention is made of it continuously. Bat perhaps this fact is
not accepted by the people. The Bay
Area left acts at times as though it
does not understand this distinction.
Revolrition and revolutionary acts
by non-whites are cheered by the Bay
Area left, as though through feeling
of guilt it is OK for Blacks to strike
back at the whites for the shit the
whites put on the blacks. What happens when whites take up the battle, everyone draws back and no support comes from anywhere. Ihite and
Black don't mean shit in the struggle
against the pig ruling class. It's
the "People" against the fascist ruling elite. It's time for every one
to help, white and black, brown etc.

_

benefit the rich pigs. If white peopl
would realize what minorities have
learned the hard way, that the ruler
of the-declining fascist government
are a class of people not a race, and
it exploits all under its rule, white
included, maybe the revolution will,
gain some much needed support and
help, •
I know this isn't "the " answer,
but its an obstacle which must be overcome if the revolution is to grow and
win, I hope I've expressed myself
clearly, and you understand what lira
saying.
She response of the Bay Area to
the S.L.A. is upmost in my mind when
coming to these conclusions. The capture of the Harris's and Tania reinforce these thoughts, "ftio in the above
ground came out in support for them?
Iho supported Little and Remiro during
their "fair" trial, when they were
railroaded and found guilty of bull
shit charges and no evidence? Where
were the shouts and screams of injustice, and support?

le

Take cft.re of

1. Look before you open your door.
2. Don't let FBI or police in without a warrant.
3. DONT TALK. No law requires that you talk with FBI or police. Lying to any federal official is
a federal crime.

dom-~-uh huh. Yall know how we use to
get down on some "dap"—give up that
more Black power. That's the way it
was cause .all the brothers v/ere together. I'm not even talking about no
nee-grows cause they may never grow
and just might have to be pulled out
of the ground with the rest of the
weeds .that's defacing our garden of
life.
We were sho-nuff together in the
Nam but a lot of us just sort of lived
that togetherness without analyzing
it to see what was really going on.
An analysis of our unity would have
given us the knowledge needed to transport the Kara togetherness to the Black
community where it is still urgently
needed at the grass roots level—our
level.
The swines played one of the most
important roles in bringing the Brothers together. Their hate and racism
were what really did it, I remember
one of the less dramatic racist encounters I had with a staff sargent; he
told me to go out on a window ledge
and fix something—before I could answer a white guy with me volunteered
to fix it. The sarge told him no, it

dangerous for me., and walked away.
Then I recall another negative racial .
encounter, but this one didn't have
any coyer on it, I was the only Black
sitting there watching TV v/ith five
"true grit" kind of red necks. As I
sat there watching TV one of them said:
"Where I'm from ve usually hang (nigger bitches)": before I could say anything he said it again. I guess lie
figured because I was alone he could
go ahead and do his thing—especially
considering that I didn't fly into an
iiEiaediate fit of rage. But tho thing
was—he _was saying that in reference
to some Sisters singing on TV: I think
it was the Supremes. The reason I
didn't respond to the suckers right
away was because the Sisters were looking good and I was laying for the commercial. V.'hen the commercial cam*? I
walked in the middle of four of them,
the other guy was sitting back on the
next row: I stood in front of the
"murder mouther" and told him—"Y/here
I'm from we usually fuck up guys like
you," and proceeded to break the
right side of his' face. As 'fast as
his confederates Jumped up I put 'em
down. A sargent broke everything up
before I could do the rest of them

which in most cases also served to
renind svv'ines why "they wanted" to
respect Black people, v/e conducted
ourselves in such an organized manner, reaching and carrying our collective decisions that everybody was
down with, that the swines stayed uptight. Vie were so unified that the
swines ordered us to attend race relation meetings, which was tantamount
to ordering us to the' conference table in order to work out a settlement.
We went: we told them who v/e wanted
promoted—we got it: v/e told them who
we wanted transferred to other joes
and we got that too. .Ve even kept a
couple of brothers who had gotten busted, from going to jail: one was busted for two assaults and the other for
six, Y/hen both of the brothers, on
separate occasions, were at headquarters and about to be led away by K.P.'s
we hinted to the coiiunanding officer
that if the brothers were locked up
anything could happen, worse than the
fraggings, fires, people being stabbed
and shot as in the past. The swines
responded by immediately turning our
comrades loose.
We were able to get our demands met
because the government knew from past

experience that we were able and willing to go to war if they acted contrary to our demands. Mao Tse-tung
very appropriately sunned up this; consideration when he said: "T3ar is the
continuation of politics by other
means." Had the state not capitulated
to our demands then it would have constituted an obetacle to our political
growth as a budding independent self
determining people.
The significance of our getting immediate and positive results from th^
government because of the ar:ned threao
we posed takes on added importance whs
we compare OV.T success with the treat

marched on Washington to appeal to
the A-meriKKKan conscience to grant
Blacks their civil and human rights.
Upon receiving news of the march
President Johnson wus reported to
have said "ret- 'thew-inarch." I'm sure
he would have had a different outlook
had the marchers possessed arms.
The civil rights protest did gain
some success in the areas of employment and voting rights. However,
that success was like a* mother giving a bottle to "her crying baby so
she really wouldn't have to get involved and deal with the real problem,
All the legislative acts That were
passed in the area of employment,
which sounded good at the time, have
proven less than worthless in aiding
Blacks to gain employment or, for
that matter, it had proven worthless
in aiding Blacks to keep the jobs they
had. Ihe same uselessness has come
to pass in regard to the removal of
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most HLacks from voting because our
grandparents were mostly share croppers on white owned land. Once the
clause was removed Blacks began to
vote in record numbers. However the
government, as the tool of the ruling
class, was able to get around Blacks
new voting strength by passing zoning
laws that annexed white zones to Blacks'
and thus permanently ensured a white
majority vote from the consolidated
area.
In the Nam the government never reversed its"positive position on our
demands, whether small or large, because they would be correct in anticipating a political consequence. We
were able to negotiate and get our
demands met, withour reversals, because we were willing to go the full
political range, including the use of
force—which is, as Mao said—"politics
with bloodshed."
In the area of law we had our own
unwritten universal laws. If a brother caused needless harm of any kind
to another brother he was brought before the collective judgement of all
the brothers and if we decided his

cers and IfCO's to stay away from if
we weren't squared away or if we wanted to keep our 'fro,
The "piggiest" ways of those in
charge of us and the foul and sometime brutal treatment we encountered
from regular red necks kind of drove
us into each others arms. Then being
in the Nam, a place where a few months
earlier we had never heard of, with.
"Charlie the rag man" running around
caping heavy, killing up bunches of
61's, further encouraged us to seek
out and be in the company of Brothers
Black like us.
Ihoj-e forces pushing us togei^her
were obvious and we responded without
much discussion on the matter. V.'e
should have talked about it: took
each factor and examine it. That's
the only way -we're going to progressalways examine the factors that influence our lives so we'll be "better
able to formulate a progressive
course of action.
The swines, being their beastly
selves, being in a strange land and
the "rag man" trying to take ua off
the count all contributed to otir
getting together, but those factors

The maturity we experienced and ex~
presaed from doing our cvvn thinking

and deciding what was best for us.
Black people, and standing by our
decisions and going down for them,
What held and encouraged us to
stay together was the self determination and independence we showed in
dealing with issues that involved our
lives. Our being together and meetir
to discuss and take a position on an
issue gave us the first chance in ouzlives to be directly involved in thr.
decision making process that not onlv

interested in was the fact that we
were thinking independently and
acting in a self governing manner.
We had all of the features of a
self governing people—and had we
analyzed those features, put them
under a microscope and looked at
them, the knowledge gained would
have made us hellified. -Think about
itj 1,Ve exercised decision making in
every aspect of o>ir lives: economics,
politics, culture, labor, lav/—and
war,
In the area of economies we didn't
go so far as to establish a scientific,
democratic socialistic economic system, we lacked the control of institutions through which to express that,
but we did exercise the principles as
& general unwritten -rule. We were
about collective ownership*—and whatever material goods or money we had
we would make available to other brothers in order to bring theia up to
par. That was independent and just
the opposite of the capitalist philosophy which encourages hoarding of
everything for one's personal benefit.

world who are in the same oppressive
situation: cause they knew the knowledge gained would raise our self
esteem and make us more resistant to
all forms of oppression, subtle and
direct. Socially speaking we were already into our own separate world;
not only different from red necks but
nee-grows too; we had our own music
and listened to such people as John
Coltrane and Jimmy Rendrix, we were
into proudly wearing Afors, power
bands and Slack crosses, which attested to our belief in a Black Jesus,
All of which culturally distinguished
us frop.1 red necks and nee-grows.
V/e exercised a high degree of self
determination in the political arena
also. As a self governing body all
the brothers used to get together at
the (Black House) and discuss issues
that directly affected us. Although
we didn't elect officials we did have
brothers who were recognized as being
"heavy" and who would informally officiate over our meeting. We wouldn't
conclude our meeting until we had decided on a position and a course of
action. Sometimes our position and
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Dear Friends:
We hope that you have been well since we did the
filming together and that you are happy with the progress
of the film. Your resistance and principled stand of
non-collaboration with the Los Angeles Federal Grand Jury
that tried to stop this film was exemplary. We are all
the more certain that our work together will make an
important contribution.
We are writing to you for a specific purpose. Many
people have asked us how they can show their support for
you in your struggle against the Justice Department, FBI
and CIA, and for the WUO, We would like you to consider
the following ideas that the film be released in several
simultaneous benefit showings around the country. People
who come to these showings would contribute to a fund that
would be evenly divided among these insurgent organizations:
Wounded Knee Offense/Defense Committee, Attica Brothers
legal defense, Ruchell Magee, the Puerto Rican Cement
Workers strike fund, the San Quentin Six, and the Bach Mai
Hospital fund. The benefits would be a way to show support for
your struggle to make the film-and to support the WUO,
This would also be a way for us to contribute directly to
the struggles of movements fighting serious attacks from
the government.
It is a mark of respect for you and a good sign that
you received such strong support from within the movie
industry for your right to raake this film. Your refusal
to cooperate and the widespread support that refusal
mobilized forced the government to back down. The legacy
of the capitulation of the film industry to McCarthyism
in the 1950s was turned around,
Our days together were a high point for us and we
hope for you. We are looking forward to seeing the film
when it comes out,
Vencereraos'.

that it is just as important to support those with less popular or less
publicized trials in process or pending. We feel it is a political contradiction that use of this film excludes many revolutionary women, cap~
tive BLA and SLA comrades, and other revolutionaries who are facing reactionary tribunals because of their consistant struggle for revolutionary
change. There is no practical reason for anyone to be excluded,
Additional distribution of this film could be easily worked out by
contacting the POW's who have been excluded, and asking them if they would
care to use this film as a means of building political and financial support for their trials. Most of the PG'»Y's are in contact with folks on the
streets who would be willing to coordinate its showing in their area,
Elmer Geronimo Pratt
Anthony Bottom
Albert Washington
Martin Sostre
Marilyn Buck
Russell little

Jomo Joka Omowale
Henry Shasha Brown
Emily Harris
Bill Harris
Eddie Sanchez
Joe Remiro

r
B.A.R.C, had planned to do some analysis of the politics of the Weather
Underground Organization in this issue. However, as our deadline for
getting this issue together approached, we were not satisfied with our
results we felt more time and input were needed to do the job we wanted to do. So, we decided on the following: in this issue we are printing Politics in Command by the W.U.O. We are requesting from all comrades, especially those most directly concerned with the issues in this
Weather statement, their analysis of the subjeat. Those who respond to
our request: please, let us know if we can print your response, if we
can edit (indicating that copies of the entire statement are available
from us), and if we can/should use your name. Hopefully this will come
together for the next issue—• if not, then for #7.

BARC is more or less out of copies of DRAGON #1. If
you really want a copy, we will send a xeroxed copy.
Doing that costs a bit under $1 a copy for us to do.
We also have a number of copies of OSOWASOMIE
(except #1} which we are asking 550 for —from those .
who have it*
•" This issue of DRAGON costs us about $75 more than
last Issue due to Its increased length and our printing
25% (250 copies) more than previously. Also, postal rates
are going up again. About half our costs this month is
coining out of ^^a^^^^^^^^
our own pockets —— this can't continue for
C
\o reasons. Our pockets aint to
*
i
incorrect to have DRAGON function on such a precarious
«
»
economic base. We figure the few DRAGON readers who have
C
I
any bread have as little as us —-so, getting other comi
i'
ss /
rades to take out subscriptions seems the only way. HELP!

by the Woathor Underground Organization
The only path to the final defeat of
imperialism and the building of socialism
is revolutionary war. Revolution is the
most powerful resource of the people,
to wait, to not prepare the people for the
fight is to seriously mislead about what
kind of fierce struggle lies ahead.
Revolutionary war will be complicated
and protracted. It includes mass struggle
and clandestine struggle, peaceful and
violent, political and economic, cultural,
and military, where all forms are developed
in harmony
no revolution. Without armed struggle there
can be no victory.
There are raany on the left who selfrighteously condemn all violence of revolutionaries. They are keeping their own
hands clean by avoiding the. full consequences of revolutionary ideas. For these
people, the revolution will happen only
some day and hopefully be made by somebody
else. But power concedes nothing without a
demand. Armed struggle is an extension of
political struggle, just as war is politics
with bloodshed. Under certain historical
conditions political struggle leads necessarily to armed conflict. When a small
ruling class maintains itself in power by
force and violence, when the masses of
people are forced to work and live in brutalized and violent conditions, political
struggle both peaceful and violent is the
inevitable result.

Violence is not a thing to want or a
thing not to want. It cannot be called into
being or wished out of existence. Violence
is a monopoly of the U.S. state, It is
woven into the very fabric of capitalism; in Rap Brown's words, "as American
as cherry pie." U.S. official policy
is violent and brutal; the brutal imperialist war of aggression in Viet Nam, the
fascist coup in Chile, the colonial hold or;
Puerto Rico, Capitalism is a violent systen:
having at its center the violent relationship of exploiter and exploited, worker arid
boss, a relationship of oppressi'.-a and constant struggle. Under capitalism, armies or!
women are forced into prostitution, Black
people's life expectancy is ten years leas
than that of white folks, old people are
discarded after they've worked away the
better part of their lives. The status mio
is murder.
Fighting for the future will be painful, but in the long run it is the only
thing that can end pain. Ae Jose Marti said
of Cuba eighty years ago: "The island,
like a resurrection, lifts herself in her
agony, sees the mud which covers her and
the bloody road leading to liberty and
prefers the blood to the mud,"
Reactionary capitalist violence is
criminal; revolutionary violence will
bring about the new society. MarxismLenism holds that "the fundamental qu.esti<
of every revolution is the question of
power." Marx considered violence as "the

gle can inspire and organize, carry on the
tradition of resistance and train fighters
by fighting. The capacity to carry out successful armed struggle in harmony with political struggle must be built at every
stage of the revolution and cannot be put
off on the excuse that it is always premature. For the seizure of power from the
imperialists, armed struggle will be
decisive.
A generation of fighters was produced by the movements of the 1960s.
Opposition to the violence of everyday life
led to organized popular violence. The
reoellions of urban Black communities were
training grounds for revolution. Robert
Williams, Rap Brown, Malcolm X, the Black
Panther Party, forced the recognition of
the necessity of violent revolution.
Resistance to the Viet Nam war included
thousands of people who participated in
militant protest, clandestine or armed
actions against the warmakers, burning
draft boards, destroying corporate and
military files. Sabotage grew and spread
thru the armed forces. Bombings of warrelated targets were understood and welcomed
and built the popular movement; the bombing
of power lines into defense plants in
Colorado in 1968 (an action for which
Cameron Bishop Is on trial now), the Sam
Melville bombings in New York In 1969,
the destruction of the Army Math Research
Center in Madison in 1970, and the bombings
of.the Capital and the Pentagon by the
Weather Underground Organization.
With the development of popular and
guerrilla warfare against U.S. imperialism on three continents our movement
could not hang back from armed struggle,

world, hatred of imperialism and determination to make revolution by every means necessary. There have been serious losses- comrades killed and Imprisoned—but still
the guerrilla community survives, grows and
renews. We greet and support other revolutionary groups waging armed struggle and
believe that the struggle over the strategy for revolution among these forces is
a critical one.
in Command
Our job is not only to carry out actionthat is comparatively simple. Our job is to
succeed in making a revolution. The guerrillas, like all revolutionaries, bear the
responsibility of developing full political strategy, and a mistake in military
strategy can be deadly. The stakes are
high, not only for the people and organizations carrying out military work, but
for the course of the revolution. Ho Chi
Minh said, "a military without politics is
like a tree without roots—useless and
dangerous." That is why we use the slogan
"Politics in Command."
The critical task of all the diverse
forces now engaging in some form of armed
struggle in our country is to learn the
laws of revolutionary warfare and apply
them to the concrete conditions of the
US today. We must learn from the revolutionary experiences of Viet Nam, GuineBissau, Cuba, China, Russia. There is a
tremendous literature to study such as
The Military Art of People's War by
Vo Nguyen Glap and Lenin's On Partisan
Warfare. We also have a rich although
ildden history of guerrilla warfare in our
awn land to draw upon: the resistance wars
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We are at an early stage of a protracted revolutionary war. We need strategy
to last, to grow and organize for many years
to come, a strategy to preserve and expand
our forces, armad revolutionary forces
and political movement: a strategy for
study as well as training, tactical retreat
as well as escalation. We evaluate action
by analyzing the extent to which it
reflects and builds organization, reflects
accountability to a mass base, whether
actions win people and encourage them to
act or develop passivity among people. It's
not a popularity question: at this point a
comparatively small sector of the population
actively supports armed struggle. Action
which is advanced should pull forward the
people's understanding of the enemy and
people's willingness to fight. People,
groups and organizations engaged in action
must take all of these factors into
account. This is the meaning of "Politics
in Command."
Our goal is to build communist organization toward the stage where armed
struggle becomes a mass phenomenon led by
a Marxist-Leninist party: a revolutionary
stage. Organization is the strongest resource of the people. Organization unites
and builds, and means that each day's
efforts add up. Organization is made up of
individuals,but is bigger and longer lasting
than any one individual. Individuals are
precious,but organization is decisive.
Only organization allows continuity of
experience and leadership, and carries the
deeds of the individual fighters beyond
themselves into the future. Organization
capable of waging full internal political
struggle around direction, and capable of

uniting in action directs people's
energies like a spear. Only combative
organization can resist infiltration and
repression and combat the highly organized
and trained forces of the state.
The strategic necessity for this
period is to mobilize the oppressed and
exploited people against US imperialism.
Militarily this is the stage of armed
propaganda; the test of action is primarily
the ability to win the people. Because
imperialism is in decline, whole sectors
of the poor and working population can be
won to a radical perspective. In Viet Nam
the seeds of the liberation army were
called armed propoganda units--Ho Chi Minh
insisted on emphasizing the word propaganda
Viet Nam teaches that in revolutionary war
firepower is only one factor, and not the
key factor in determining who wins and wh,.
loses. Consciousness is decisive. At this

of effective integration of military and
political struggle—millions of people
opposed increasing aid to South Viet Nam
and Cambodia, and thousands demonstrated
in active opposition to US policy; the
target and tactic and action were clear.
The beauty of the S1A food distribution
program a year ago was that it brought
thousands of people into direct touch with
the guerrilla struggle, served the people
and both exposed the scale on which hunger
exists in the US and pointed to the enemy
who cause it. The active and aware support
of thousands on the food lines was an enormous accomplishment. The attack by the
Black Liberation Army on "Manhattan district attorney Frank Hogan's armed guard
in May 1971 was built on years of demonstrations and hatred against that corrupt
tyrant who was responsible for the unjust
imprisonment of thousands of Black people,
and the action was widely understood. All
these actions represent the effective combination of military and political struggles.
Three
There are three theories of guerrilla
warfare which we reject as the path to
revolution in the US: the war against fascism
theory, the foco theory and the retribu-tion theory.
Terrible fascist conditions prevail
for Third World peoples living in the US:
intolerable prison life, Indian reservations,
mass deportation for Mexicans, widespread
sterilization without consent of Black and
Third World women. Of these conditions of
repression and subjugation there can be no
dcubt. But this is different from character-

unless we declare it so, instead of mobilizing it. While the s t a t e is increasingly computerizing and c e n t r a l i z i n g its
repressive a p p a r a t u s , it is a l s o s u b j e c t
to major setbacks which the l e f t should be
organizing and pushing. W a t e r g a t e was one
of these. Other factors hold back the f u l l
force of the state—mass consciousness of
government illegality, suspicion of
informers, the power of a strong noncollaboration stand in the face of grand
juries.
Based on the war against f a s c i s m
analysis of t h i s period is a p r i m a r i l y
military conception of the role of a c t i o n :
that the c r i t e r i o n of a good a c t i o n is the
damage it does to the s t a t e , the t o l l t h a t
can be taker,, the f e l t blow. This is one
aspect, but not primary. It becomes more
s i g n i f i c a n t as contention for power
develops, but it is wrong to conclude t h a t
the revolution is contending for s t a t e
power now.
The foco theory holds t h a t a revolu»
tionary group proves and e s t a b l i s h e s itself only through armed a c t i o n , t h a t
action alone gives a group l e a d e r s h i p in
the movement--that is, action in command;
the guerrilla foco is the l i t t l e motor
which sets in motion the big motor, the
mass movement. That is, the e x i s t e n c e of
the g u e r r i l l a s t r u g g l e in and of i t s e l f
politicizes the masses. We r e j e c t t h i s
theory for the concrete conditions of the
US today.
Revolutionary action inspires and
helps mobilize the people but t h e r e is no
magical r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t v a e n g u e r r i l l a
action in and of i t s e l f •• nd s u c c e s s f u l

It is considered normal that my female
relatives who live alone should own handguns. My cousins and 1 were taught to
understand and respect guns. We learned
to shoot when we were quite young (I was
nine or ten.) Nobody in our enormous
family has ever shot any of the rest of
us (contrary to the current l.ine that guns
are dangerous among kinfolk) and we've
never had any accidental gunshot injuries.
In short, guns aren't mysterious or"frightenirig to me, and that Is why I ' m writing
this commentary.

guns and us
The attitude that .many members of
the women's movement have about firearms
is compounded half of normal female socialization and half of liberal gun-control
ideology. Guns are seen as masculine,
sneaky, dangerous, and powerful. The mystique is that guns are almost inherently
e v i l . There is some truth here, fiuns aY.e
powerful and potentially deadly. That
is one reason they have been kept out of
the hands of women. Hen are afraid of
women, so they keep women afraid of guns.
Liberal reformist ideology says that
guns are integral to the rise of Crime
in the Streets. If we w o u l d just outlaw
handguns, l i f e would be better. But
violent crimes are less a function of
guns than of the destructive nature of this
society, and I do not believe that reformist
ideas l i k e gun control w i l l ever change
that. The really big criminals will either
always have access to guns (the Mafia,
the Texas Rangers) or not need them (the
board of directors of Mobil O i l ) .

gun control
So what does "gun control" mean to •

roe? It means an attempt by the State to
destroy my most efficient means of self
defense, to limit further my options for
resisting coercion in this rapist society.
The truth is that there is no institution,
no security force which protects women.
The only protection we have is what we
build for ourselves. How far are we witling
to carry self defense? I wonder whether
the conflict about guns is a result of
internalized patriarchal values. How far
will we go in defense of our selves, our
bodies, our right to exist? Karate and
other forms of unarmed'combat are fine.
Carrying knives, can openers, and Mace
is helpful. What is so different about
guns?

self defense
The answer is that guns are more
effective. The point of self defense is
survival. To roe this doesn't mean survival "if I don't have to hurt anybody,"
or "if I don't have to do anything really
serious." Karate is good in a tight situation, but I don't want to get that close
to a man who has broken into my apartment
to attack me. What I ' m interested in
is doing him some serious damage. And that
may mean k i l l i n g him.
"But," asks my Leftist conscience,
"what about the man? What if he were from
one of the exploited classes, also a
victim of the System?"
Too bad. Personal responsibility
has to start somewhere. I don't have
time to sort out middled ass and upperclass rapists to fight back against.

:-

jto use it, or are just curious. It is
useful for more experienced gun owners who
have questions about ammunition or gun laws.
The technical information is excellent, as
are the illustrations. The pamphlet
, considers different kinds of handguns and
f bullets, including prices. It tells you
how to pick a.gun, where to buy it, what
to load it with, how to take care of it,
and how to learn to shoot it.
The Introduction includes a discussion
of guns and the place of women in society.
One personal response to the question of
whether we would be able to use guns
against an attacker is presented in an
- insert:

The only aay I 'vs figured out. to
try and eliminate the all-nurturing
masochist in eaah of us is to r>e~
membep that the man or men who attack;
rape., mutilate, and try to kill you
haae and will do the same to as
many warren as they can, Miile you
defend yourself, bear in your mind
all the women you love that you are
fighting for, especially those you
know Ao have been attacked,
Following this, the Technical Information on ballistics and handguns is given
all in a lump, with clear illustrations
(see below) and detailed explanation.
Next comes Buying Your Gun and Care of Your
€ Gun {"outsides" and "insides"). Then
T,.chapters on Safety, Learning to Shoot,
and The Law. The final chapter is Thoughts
on Inez Garcia.

gun safety
The authors give strong, clear safety
warnings, two of which I will paraphrase
here for those of us who are likely to
come into contact with firearms:

If you have a gun, don't talk about
it too much. If you live with other people
you have to make a decision about whether
to tell them. If you do and they don't
know about guns, be sure you teach each of
them elementary gun safety. A special
consideration is if you have roommates
who are suicidal or likely to freak out
at times. Think carefully about where
you keep your gun and about whether you
should keep one at all. Another reason to keep quiet is that guns are very
popular objects to steal. Stolen, and
therefore untraceable, handguns are much
in demand by people who specialize in
armed robbery and similar occupations.

guns and children

One flaw in this pamphlet is the
omission of a discussion on guns and children. This is crucial for women who live
with kids. Most ideas about guns come from
TV, the movies, and popular myth. These
sources are all bad. Our children are
taught to view guns as toys and ego enhancers, not as tools. Guns are
dangerous, but so are power saws; children should be educated about both.
The first thing is to keep guns
absolutely out of the reach of small
children. Children younger than 6 or 7
are too young to be taught about guns.
Put the gun on a high shelf, in a drawer,
or on a bureau. Or buy a trigger lock.
With children about 7 you can start
a demystificatioo program. Let them see

the oppressed, people's war. The guerrilla
groups have a critical role to play but
the gun cannot lead. The gun is necessary,
but its usefulness is only realized when
politics are in command, when it is part of
the correct revolutionary strategy.
Even a far higher level of military
organization and action than any group in
this country has yet achieved gives no
automatic guarantee of sparking organized
mass movement. The Tupamaros, whose brilliant actions over ten years almost paralyzed
Uruguay, criticised their own overly military approach. The people'reraained unorganized spectators and supporters of the
war of the guerrillas against the state,
not full participants. The pro-imperialist
bourgeoisie has been able to regain and
consolidate their power, to institute a
terrible dictatorship which the Tups and the
Uraguayan people continue to fight.
Armed action, even when it does not
succeed, even when those who carry it out
are defeated, even if it is not part of an
overall strategy, provides a revolutionary

the task of the armed revolutionary organization at this point is to make a plan to
help ensure the victory of the people in a
long and costly war. The people need success,
need victories, need power,
That is why the rationale of the
exemplary foco is inadequate. Each action,
each risk, must be taken for good
reason. Guerrillas can seldom afford to go
into battle which they know they will loee.
This is an axiom of Vo Nguyen Giap. Of course
this is never entirely within our own
control. There are a hundred factors involved in every action--we can only take
care of a certain number of them, and
sometimes the enemy forces us to act. But
choosing our own time and battlefield is one
of the great strengths cf the guerrillas.
That is how we preserve and build our forces.
Finally we reject the conception that
the role of the guerrilla force is to create
chaos inside the belly of the beast, the
oppressor nation, to bring about disorder
through action. We are not pacifists. We
know very well that life will be taken and
lost in the process of revolution, and

human life unlike the carelessness of life
that characterizes imperialism,
That is the fault of the strategy of
an eye for an eye in our country at this
time: we can never match the violence of
the enemy on£ for one, or avenge each death
We retaliate in order to educate people and
to exact a price for imperial crimes, to
sow unease, confusion, doubt and fear in
the enemy camp. Our job is. always to distinguish, between the violence of the empire
and the violence of the revolution. This
will be true even when we are engaged in
day to day warfare. This is also the only
way to prevent the ensmy from carrying out
false murderous acts in the name of the
guerrillas. In the mountains, when the
Fidelista prisoners were being tortured
and summarily executed by the dictatorship,
Fidel's doctors healed the wounded enemy
soldiers, disarmed them and set them free,
Fidel taught the difference between the
army of Batista and the army of the people.

the working class have a right and an
obligation to develop armed struggle as a
means to liberation.
It is a right wing error to argue that
only legal forms of struggle are legitimate. For some, no level of mass struggle
will justify armed struggle; these are
naive and irresponsible people, never ready
to raise the question of violence or of the
need to fight and ultimately win state
power. They play into the state's strategy
to separate out the warriors from the other
parts of the revolutionary movement. Guerrillas and the fighters who are in prison
must be supported and struggled with,
taught and learned from. Our revolution
will need both open and clandestine movements
legal and illegal struggle, peaceful and
armed struggle—and we will need harmony
and organization among all levels of the
struggle toward the goal of a revolutionized
and fighting people.
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like deer and squirrel, but it also worxs
with snakes and rats. The kids may be
a little traumatized by the sight, but
they need some blood to wash away the
TV image of sanitary, non-serious gunshot
wounds. Don't worry about looking foolish
to the gunstore or gun club people. Most
gun owners, especially hunters, are very
interested in gun education.
Have definite rules about guns, state
them often, and enforce them. When I
wac small, we had rules like, "Don't
even touch a gun unless in the presence
of an adult who gives you permission.
Treat all guns as though they were loaded.
Never play with a gun; it Is not a toy."
When the children are old enough
(say, 9 or 10) let them go with you to
your local gun range or wherever you

unexpectedly. Never overlook the fact that
guns are deadly weapons. If you shoot
someone from close quarters, the wound
will be serious and perhaps fatal.
Although this pieae uas written
from a personal viewpoint and -is someahat
directed toaard women who are already
thinking about guns, I hope it uill stimu~
late discussion and debate from all sides,
ifliat do guns mean to you? And hou muoh
"defense" do you mean when you say "self
defense"?

by janis kelly
off our backs/november 1975

Intellect (the coupling of practice with theory) is more important
for the progressive movement of a revolutionary force than any other element. It. is important to remember that intellect is the deciding factor
in human evolution/revolution and therefore a. key to our victory.
"Sun fzu realized that an indispensable preliminary to battle
was Mo attack the mind of the enemy."
—Sun Tau, The Art of War
"Weapons are important but not deeisirwe, It: is a human's, diirec.tring intelligence which counts most."
Izu, The Art of War
'Before units move under the
NWLP banner they must grasp the
essentials of Marxist/Leninist/Maa
thought. They must grasp the process of class analysis and dialectical, materialism/contradictions.
Until a degree of theory is grasped, there are important supportive
actions that can be undertaken.

process will continue until the
unit is recognized to move as an
OTLP unit. Until units who support our strategy have gone
through this evaluation process,
they are asked not, to declare
th&mselvas as HWXP units. Shia
will avoid confusion and prevent.
foreseeable errors,

We ask all units to send
these communiques to all. revolutionary peoples' media any. place
in the Bay Area, and we will see
them. Send them to a few different places. These acts arid communiques will be evaluated by the
Central Command. This evaluation

T.O move without a fundamental.
understanding of principled theory
is like running in circles , striking out, wanting to move in the
right direction but not knowing
how. Confusion moves in when you
are unable to understand, and. interpret the chains of events happening around you. This will lead

of and with the other.

by principled theory is necessary

There is much we must unlearn,
re-realize and realize. Armed
with principled theory, we can and
will struggle to smash this "beast
that sucks our life-blood, replaaing it, with a just order that, is
in control of and serves oppressed
people. Armed with principled
theory we can recognize the individualistic tendencies this dogeat-dog society imposes on us,
Recognition is a step in overcom-

not only for victory, but for the
shortest victory with the least
amount of suffering. Arm ourselves with theory to break these
shackles! We encourage all oppressed people to arm themselves
with Mao-thoughtJ We've found
that Mao-thought., in clear terms,
gets to the essence of class analysis, which is essential for our
liberation.

We encourage oppressed, people to read Malcolm X, Ceorge Jackson, Felix Greene-;Xhe Snemy, Amilcar Cabrai, Che, Sun Tzu, Mao.
Distribute to high schools,
barrios, ghettos, welfare,
foodstamp & unemployment offices & any place poor people
gather.

UNITY IK STRUGGLE!
COR SALSA:
IHASTA LA VICTORIA I
A Class War Is Toward Total. Liberation J
Peoples' Forces
Central Command
New World Liberation Eroirfc

To all comrades with international ties, we encourage the translation and
worldwide distribution of our communiques, keeping criticism/self criticism in mind as a way to drive the arrow truer to the beast's heart. 'We
welcome this opportunity to learn from our comrades.
Oppressed people unite!
The struggle is worldwide!

ponded by massively ticketing random cars around the city. On the 16th a
training unit of the N.W.L.P. glued shut 1,000 parking meters in the city.
During the early hours of November
16, we sabotaged the locks on approximately 1,000 parking meters, in
San Francisco with metal glue, at
the direction of the Central Command.
We sabotaged all. the meters in and
around the San Francisco Center, a
large number downtown, and all the
meters in front of pig headquarters
at 7th an Bryant. At pig headquarters we sabotaged locks, at
thres entrances, including the rear
entrance used by squad ear pigs..
In the downtown area we sabotaged
the looks, on a number of banks and
other bastions of piggedness.

If the San Praneiscoo police who are
acting like pigs and harrassing the
people for voting "no confidence"
do not cease their activities immediately, we will attempt to sabotage ev,ei'y parking meter in San,
Francisco, with the assistance of
the hundreds of" thousands of sisters and brothers who are tired enougii with, being pushed around by
the piga to start fighting, back.

Peoples' Forces
lew World Liberation Front
Training Unit 11/16/75
(Shis is an exerpt)

At the same time the Central Command issued its ov.rn statement.;
COMMUNITY SOLIDAHITY STRATEGY

November 16, 1975

We must move in solidarity against the police-state tactic o£ ticketing the people in retaliation for their vote, so that oppressed people,
will come t.o realize that they have the power to move against these
1. Tho campaign around the ammendments and the police strike the previous summer had been marked by numerous instances of pig violence
against those opposing them.

turned, and in a way that would be of direct benefit to the people — the
demand was for two free health centers run "by the people.
November 25, 1975
UKITED PEOPLE POWER
The plugging of 2,000 parking meters in one night is a strong show of
I solidarity with the people and the NWLP against the pigs' stepped-up t±.cj keting policy. Contrary to the media's lies of S!a fiealed-out. act," we
see this as a successful act that has involved the participation of oppressed people and strengthened the realization of united people pcwsr. Shis
show of unity terrified the pigs into stopping their ticketing. They hmre
enough sense to to recognize united people power when they see it! Will
they have enough sense to return, stolen money by way of. medical centers?
Two days after the election
1453 more tickets were issued tiian
on an average busy weekday. In
the first week alone almost $75000
was ripp.ed-off by the city, and by.
now they've taken over $100,000 in
revenge against the people, who
chose to vote against, pig greed
and corruption. The peoples' ae*tions have finally .put an end to
this. But that is only half our
battlej since they ripped, off our
money. The city officials surely
see that this is nothing more than
j extortion of the masses.

The city return $100,000 that was
robbed from the people and set up
two free medical clinics run and
controlled by. the people, at locations acceptable to the people,
with quality care, and with, a 4x8*
sign posted on the outside reading
"Health, is a human rightJ United
People Power!"
If the city, officials fail, to
acknowledge and meet this just demand, then It will, be obvious that
they are either accomplices in

,

from our lives foreverj Unite!

Organize!

WB CALL OH THE PEOPLE AND ALL COMRADES TO UNITE AND DRIVE HOME OUR
JUST EEMAJSB.

If after 48 hours we receive no reply, we would then again encourage
all progressive thinking people to step-up pluggung the coin, slots of:
parking meters in poor peoples' ooEaaoaities, Eie BWLF will, take further
appropriate action. United, everything is possible! Plan* Vigilance I
Walk against, the traffic; in pairs, one watching.
Peoples' Forces
Centr-al Command
Hew World Liberation Front
The only reply
from the pigs was a statement saying it was out of. their hands because the
Board, of Supervisors controlled the money. Meanwhile, the K.W.L.P. communiques were "being distributed, by Peoples1 Court Comrades (423 Oak St.,
San Francisco). BARC printed a DRAGON supplement including, most of the
communiques with the following, statement o£' support and distributed them
to various health centers and clinics:
?/e support the iW/LF demand for clinics run by and for the people. In
addition, we suggest these clinics emphasise preventive medicine and
occupational diseases •—area ignored by the Aiaerikan medical system
.which bases "treatment" on what is most profitable. ~ & A RC
Then another thousand meters were done in by spray painting so that
meter readers could not tell if the meters had. expired. !Ehis aation was
not specifically/ claimed,
That weak there were also two unclaimed bomb attacks .interpreted by
some as directly related -~ one on a dentist's Mercedes Bena at a huuse

poor people. And, we say to all health officials, Doctors and Dentists:
As long as poor people are dying from inadequate health care, we feel
it is a hell of a contradiction for you. to drive Mercedes and Cadillacs.
We will continue with this action and the plugging and spraying of thousands of city meters to draw attention to the fact that, money stolen
from the people must be returned in a manner that serves one of the
basic needs of poor people: by starting two free raedical clinics run
by and for the people they serve,
0?he strike—and the ticketing after the election—have shown how the
pigs can openly defy "the law" and get away with it. Shese drunken
j thugs with, guns strapped "to their sides—out on strike, defying court
orders—threatened to shoot anyone threatening their picket lines{ But
when poor people strike, these sane thugs then "enforce" court orders,
and will beat and shoot unarmed strikers pressing for the same type of
demands as their own.
1'he pigs have publically stated that whether or not the stolen money
goes toward starting 2 free medical clinics is up to the supervisors,
Therefore, once again we say to you, reply to this issue I
1, Do you recognize that these thugs ripped off money from the people through ticketing?
2, Do you recognize that poor prople are forced to live with inadequate and often no medical care and are in need of health care?
3, Do you feel that the stolen money should be returned to the peo~
pie and—-if so—why net in the form of free medical clinics, one of
the basic necessities denied to poor people that should—and will be—
a human right?
let it be clearly understood that we can not and will not live in these
dehumanising, rat and roach-infested shitholes, believing that that is

contempt for your health!
(This is an excerpt.)

Central Command—Peoples* Forces
Hew World Liberation Pront

This time a response came quickly. Dianne Peinstein, President of the
Board of Supervisors requested police protection for all the Supervisors.
Supervisor John Sarbagelata, running for mayor, decided not to show uj> for
a pu'blic debate. Then Peinnteioi issued a statement clai.ai.ng that San Francisco health facilities were quite adequate, praising the city/county hospital (a notorious pit), and & challenge to the people: "If a group of ci~
tiaeKfj presents a .proposal for specific health care needs which are currently unmet, we will see to it that prompt action is taken,'*
1'he H.Vi.L.P, had set up the Supervisors and Feinsteln had taken the
bait. It was now time for a direct response i'ron the c-oiaauiiity. On Dec.
6f BfiJRC issued an open, letter to the Supervisors,
On December 7, president of the Board of Supervisors Diane Peinstein
issued EI response that is an insult to a.ll San Franciscans,
Clearly Peinstein never* had. to lie out in the halls of San Prancieco
General Hospital for five hours waiting to be- -treated for a gunshot
wound, or have &n incompetent abortion from a sexist doctor, or watch
her family suffer from malnutrition, or work at a Job with sickening
conditions so hsr boss could make a few extra "bucks profit off her, or
have to worry about the confidentiality of her records at a city V.I)«
clinic, or chase z'ats out of her kitchen, or tried to get medical aid
while in jail, or had her brains fried by electroshocls: "therapy".
Clearly she is unaware of the sickness of a society that produces a city
with one of the highest suicide and alcoholism rates in the country, a
city where 28 of the 30 hospitals are located north of fcarket Street,
Or, maybe she is aware and just doesn't care I
Equally clearly Peinstein and the other supervisors are scared—not
so nuch of a threat to their own health but of exposure of the criminally inadequate system of health care in Ssja Francisco for which they
must bear much of the responsibility.
We support the I1.W..L.P. deraend for adequate health care arid the return of the 5100,000 to the people of San Francisco, recognizing that
this sum of money is merely a small beginning and will be usef O. only

ing for anci knowledgeable about the health needs of their own people. To
that end we sent copies of our letter to about 40 such groups with a cover
letter explaining our intentions/reasoning.
We also talked, with several groups personally and found people quite
receptive to the whole thing. There appeared to be fairly broad recognition that the underground guerrilla forces were relating very directly to
the concrete everyday needs of the people, in practice, not just in theory
as has often been the case. It has only been several days since our letter and it is impossible to further evaluate peoples response at this time.
On December 10th Peoples Court Comrades distributed a statement poin~
ting out that at the same time Feinstein was making her remarks about adequate health care, funding for neighborhood health centers was being out
2Qja. While this was happening the N,\V.L«F. issued a new open letter to the
Supervisors.
_____
^ ^
__ r
You have failed to respond adequately to our 1st open letter to you and 1
we say, if you continue with this bullshit, intellectual run~a,rotmd that 1
doesn't speak to the demands directly, we will use tactics you cannot
handle! Certain of us can walk right by you in the streets or at City
Hall and you don*t even know who we are. Justice time and the element
of surprise are on our side. :,,'e tell you this so you will be. sure to
answer in a clear, direct manner this time or suffer the consequences,.
Clearly, S100,QGO is only a drop in the bucket, since greedy rich politicians cut poor1 peoples1 medics1 services by millions-—Mission Health
Center along was denied SI.3 nillion and at Grant Avenue R.B. Kedical
Services, cuts are "upsetting the whole program", which means poor people suffer once again, contrary to what Diane Feinstein says,,
Upon further consideration, we've eoncludid that the interests of poor
people would be served test if the £100,000 is spent on medical care at
the county jail in Sac Bruno. The prisoners will decide by concensus
how this raoney is spent, since they are in a position to know best what's
lae&ing medically.
Jails end prisons are another tentacle of this ruling class octupus beast
that strangles the life out of poor people. This death-order imprisons
thousands of peonle for 10 or 20 years for "stealing" S10. Yet, people
who are driven to "stealing" $10 are nost always poor, and have little
-hope for a good lifo in this dog-eat-dog racist order. Poor people

and meet—these just demands:
1. the stolen $100,000 will go toward badly needed medical care at
the San Bruno county jail.
2, A concensus of the prisoners will decide which health need this
money goes toward, as they are in. a position to best know what's lacking
medically.
If you fail to do so, we will take further action, and encourage all
progressive-minded people to drive these rich politicians from our
laidst.
John Barbagelata—your heart cold with contempt for the needs of us
poor people is not strong enough to endure our rage and determination!
v/e"have studied your weaknesses and you are a weak deranged buzzard with
little or no concern for the suffering of oppressed people. liONJDAYl
12;00 P.M.I
Peoples1 Forces, Central Command
(This is an excerpt.)
Kew V/orld Liberation Front
December 11, 1975
She changing of the specific demand for the $100,000 to go to the
county jail was good. It avoided a lot of potential bureaucratic bullshit
around setting up the clinics and directly answered a previously defined
need—even the sheriff had been trying to get the none3" from the supervisors
for years. Also, the K.V/.l.P, was recognizing the necessity for a broader
health plan—one worked up by the community,
BAKC believes that the Kew V/orld Liberation Front has shown execelent
analysis and initiative in its campaign for adequate health care. We believe that it is now necessary for those of us aboveground and locked down
to state our needs and organize to deal with them.
We believe that this situation is an execellent example of the way
that the people and their guerrilla forces can and should work together.
Each can and must do its part. Bach must recognise the indispensable role
of the other and strive for a dialogue and joint effort to produce a winning strategy. We strongly encourage all comrades to participate in this
ongoing process.

we do not print because we feel other
letters, articles, etc. are more important in helping accomplish, our
goal——dialog among underground,lockeel down, and aboveground comrades. A
good number we do not print for other
reasons. We run across many things
claiming to be from folks that clearly have no part in what is being done
in their name, There art- others by
typewriter "guerrilla organizations"
whose claims dry up with their ink,
Some stuff is simply off the waJUL or
incoherent. Others are phoney setups from the pigs. Sometimes -there
are statements by well-meaning comrades who have simply jeapordized
their (and possibly others') security by what they write. All of
this we try to sift through. We believe it is our obligation to analyze,, and not merely accept at face
value, whatever we come across——whether it is from comrades locked down
aboveground, or underground.' If we
conclude something will contribute
to revolutionary dialog we will try
to print it—-even if we don't completely agree with its content. We

this and all our practice to help in
our development.
BARC has been aware of a group
calling itself the Zapata Unit since
last August. We have very consciously chosen not to print any of their
statements. We have had too many
questions as to both the content and
origin of statements and actions supposedly from them. We are offering
the following observations concerning the Zapata Unit and the "Open ,'
Letter to the People, The Emilis.no
Zapata Unit, and New Dawn," not to
particularly begin a dialog on them
but rather to help clarify one part
of the process that all comrades
should go through in evaluating anyone and anything.
The first statement from the Zapata Unit announced its existence,
In content it was self-righteous,
lacking in political analysis and
big on sounding heavy. Since that
time, we have been aware of eight
other statements allegedly from the
same people. In September, two
statements were issued claiming attacks on a guard at San Quentin and

month they claimed to have taken 1500
dollars from "drug merchants" (not
stated whether this meant smack dealers or a drug store) also unverified. At the beginning of November,
there was a statement saying that
they had taken some high explosives,
reiterating their previous two "actions.- They stated that all these
actions could be done by great masses
of people
ignoring the fact that
people were still essentially being
presented with non-actions.
The Zapata Unit took responsibility for the Halloween bombing of a
Safeway in Oakland. Not only was
this action done in a way that directly threatened people living in
the neighborhood, but the Dnit went
so far as to blame Safeway for their
own incompetency. Another Safeway
bombing was claimed on Thanksgiving
day. This action was apparently done
cleanly and their communique was to
the point—-except they pointedly
continued to refuse responsibility
for endangering people in their Oakland Safeway bombing.
Finally a longer statement was
issued, with some attempts at ana-

molitions....11 This appears to bear
no relationship to their practice.
The Unit then states that their departure from a non-injury policy only refers to the ruling class, not
the people. Fine! —but still no
self-criticism for their Oakland
Safeway attack. Next they go on to
explain that what they meant by their
their intention to deal "...with any
so-called revolutionary groups, collectives, or individuals who are motivated by ego-gratification, i.e.
superstar positions, gangsterism, ad
adventurism, etc." refers only to
revisionists, and "... and those who
use the people to enrich themselves
or make a name for themselves."
The statement concludes with an
attack on the Barb, KPFA, and possibly KSAH and KPOO
their intent
on the latter two is not clear. Coupled with this is an appeal to the
workers in these media to resist reformism and offering "concrete support " in any struggles they may have
with their bosses when it is tactically correct.
Some folks have good intentions
but produce bad results* SOrtfc FOV.KS

struggles into reformist channels and
dead end trips. According to XPFA,
the Zapata Unit called on the people
to investigate these charges and report their findings.
As an active member of the underground guerrilla forces in this region,
I feel compelled, first to respond to
these charges and second, to ask sorae
Questions of the Zapata Unit. Beforehand, however, I must criticize JSPFA
for not broadcasting this communique
in full. This coBununique has not yet
become readily available to someone
inflipposition, making it difficult to
thoroughly evaluate and understand it.
Still, the apparent thrust of the
charges seems absurd enough to respond
to,
KPFA is, without a doubt, one of
the best sources in the San Francisco
Bay Area for overall international,
national and local news, They are
one of the few alternative news sources around who do not drastically color their reporting in favor of any
particular dogmatic political line,
or in order to siake a profit. KPFA
bears no resemblance at all to the

tect the ruling class.
KPFA does deserve soae criticism,
In. general they have reported fairly
and fully on the growth of the guerrilla struggle here during the past
few years, though scinstiaies with a
notable lack of enthusiasm. The KPPA
news department for instance, has at
times been too willing to accept the
pig media's damage estimates after
guerrilla attacks. Still, they-,-are reported, and our communiques read or explained with relatively little distortion. It is fundamentally important
to the growing guerrilla forces that
our communications reach the broadest
possible sections of oppressed and working people.
KPFA, clearly, is no tool of the
ruling class. It is very difficult to
understand why the Zapata Unit has chosen to attack KPFA in this manner.
There is no purpose served by drawing
unnecessary battle lines between the
underground and those who serve the
people.
The people should carefully analyse
this situation, and draw whatever conclusions are appropriate and necessary,.

1

There have been, however, no know
attacks carried out on Treasury agents,
The Zapata Unit issued its first
no political kidnappings, no political
communique on August 13, 1975 (EA.RB,
assassinations, no bank robberies and
8/22/75: IKE PEOPLE UKITSD, 9/75).
no raiding of radio stations carried
The Zapata Unit claims to "be an "unout in their name. Kot have they issued
derground People's force,.. a multia full political statement. In the
national unit determined to destroy
main, this first communique appears to
the fascist imperialist insect... To
"be largely a collection of unfufilled
accomplish this v;e will engage in pothreats against both the pigs_ and cerlitical kidnapping, political assassi- tain unnamed elements of the left. I
nations, bank expropriations , all car- have five questions for the Zapata Unit
ried out by commando units. We will
concerning this communique:
also uee very high explosives to elil)>Vhy did you promise to "first of all"
minate certain capitalist agencies and focus on Treasury agents if you were
institutions, ..We will be focusing .
not sure of your ability to attack them?
first of all on the treasury agents
2) V/'hy did you threaten kidnappings,
deployed in the Bay Area," The Zapata assassinations, bank robberies, and the
Unit also threatened to employ "tactics rading of radio stations if you aid not
such as raiding radio stations and ta- have workable plans to carry them out?
king control temporarily. . .Also we are Surely you must realize that making
maintaining safehouses from which we
promises that you cannot fufill can
are able to break into redio frequenonly make the underground appear vvoak.
cies by means of short wave radios,
3)' Why did you threaten to "deal with"
if any of our communications are disrevolutionaries "motivated by egotorted by the pig media, ..or even the
gratificaticns" without explaining to
people's media."
the people just who you were talking
further, the Zapata Unit promised
about, and just how you planned to
to "deal with any so-called revolu"deal with" them? A vague threat like
tionary groups, collectives or indithis can only be expected-to cause dis-

the end of August when State Senator
H.L. Richardson called.a.press conference and released the Zapata Unit's
forst communique to the media. Hichardson claimed that he didn't want to
give "terrorists" publicity, but just
had to let the people know about the
Zapata Unit since their communique was
being passed out of the streets of
Berkeley.

on prison guards since this threat .was
made three months ago. I have these
questions for the Zapata Unit.
6) Did this attack actually take place.
If not, why have you not cleared up theconfusion by saying to the people?
7) Why was the prison guard you allegedly attacked unnamed? Why are his
"especially pig-like attitude and actions" not detailed or explained?
8) V.'hy did you once again make threats
this time against prison guaiJs—with"FIRST AHfciED ATTACK"
out backing them up?
In September, the Zapata Dnit claims
Sometime after this prison guard
to have "carried out its first armed
communique appeared, the Zapata Unit
attack on the Amerikan ruling class."
claimed credit for a "gasoline and
In a communique dated September 14,
black powder bomb" at a P.G.&E. transand circulated by Kew Dawn (THS PEOPIE mission tower in the woods near BelUNITED, 10/75), the Zapata Unit claims mont. According to media accounts
"the fire-bombing of...a prison guard
there was little damage done. I am
from San Quentin." There is no evinot sure precisely when this bombing
dence that such an attack ever took
took place.
place, nor has the Zapata Unit made it
In a communique that Kew Dawn repossible to investigate this alleged
ceived on October 29 (and circulated
act. Who was this prison guard? He is only by New Dawn) the Zapata Unit
described as "chosen because of his
claims to have "successfully execuespecially pig-like attitude and acted
an armed expropriation of
tions," yet remains unnamed. New Davvn $1500 from drug merchants..." using
speculated that the attack was not
.-,. "two automatic weapons with banana
successful, but the communique "had ..,, clips, 30 shot, with extra clips,"

*

verify? V.'h&t purpose does it serve?
In another communique, received by
Mew Dawn on Kovermber 1 (and again circulated only by them) the Zapata Unit
claims that "powerful explosives were
expropriated from private ownership."
The night before New Dawn received
this communique the Zapata Unit provided graphic proof that they did
indeed have powerful explosives.
JgS HALLOV/32H BOMBING
At 9:30 on Halloween evening a powerful bomb exploded outside a Safeway store on 18th Street in Oakland.
This bomb clearly endangered the lives
of the children who could be expected
to be on the streets at this time. It
was only by luch that no children were
in the area when the bomb went off.
The bomb did blow in the windows of
nearby working class homes, and must
have shaken up the 'workers at the store
who, the media reported, were still inside, having just closed the store.
On November 1, the Zapata Unit took
credit for this bombing (BARB,11/7/75).
According to the Zapata Unit, they
called XPFA "shortly after the bomb
was planted." The KPPA management de-

In addition, ''this homb v?£s placed
dangerously close to the homes surrounding the store. There were better places to set the bomb—places that
would have resulted in less damage to
the surroiuiding., community, and more
damage to the store. The Zapata Unit's
demand that.»Safeway "reimburse its
neighbors for the" damage that its unneighborly, exploitative policies have
forced the liberation forces to cause"
in inadequate. The Zapata .Unit was
not forced to cause damage to Safeway»s
neighbors, and they nust know aaian well
that Sfcfeway .;on't pay for it.
The queutior.t- I have for the Zapata
Unit concerning this bombing are the
most inportani cf all:
10) Why did you ignore the obvious
risks involved in setting off a bomb
on the streets on Hallow en evening?
11) V.'hy did you plant such a powerful bomb so near people's homes?
12) Why have you not apologized to
the people for the damage and fear
that you caused?

think that this bombing was the result
of a re-evaluation by the Zapata Unit
of the mistakes of their Halloween
bombing, but in the absence of eny
public self-criticism, fB|1' earsonly
speculate.
-^». *^%
I hope that the ZapataJtfni'P'wi.ll
choose to set forth so:ae.'»ser:j^us selfcriticism. The people /sj^fe a right to
hear some explanation
een bombing, for your
gainst the left, and
unfilled promises of
feel
that the twelve question^- I'-4iave asked
here would be a good place to start.
I await your response.

NSW DAY;N
1 think that this would also be a
good time to ask a few questions to
the Ivev Dawn Party. While the 3ABB
has printed a couple of the Zapata
Unit's com:..uniques, Hew Dawn is the
only organization which has consistently reprinted and distributed them
all. Yet New Dawn had offered very
little criticism of any of the Zapata Unit's actions or communiques,
despite the many questions that people
have had. For instance, Hew Dawn ap-

ing a desire to take to heart what motivates so many to put their lives on
the line. These are opportunists and
potentially very dangerous enemies because they appear in our form. Zapata
Unit seems to have a good understanding
of the conditions here."
The Zapats Unit's communique does
not show "a good understanding" about
"opportunists" at all. If they did,
they would have at least pointed out
a few examples in order to clarify
what they are talking about. New
Dawn's statement about unnamed enemies
"in our form", like the threats of the
Zapata Unit, only create confusion and
distrust.
I would also like Sew Lawn to explain its uncritical acceptance of the
Zapats. Unit's Halloween bombing,
I hope that this letter will be of
some use in starting to clarify the
questions surrounding the Zapata Unit.
It would help, I think, if it is reproduced and rebroadcast in order to ,
reach all concerned. I send greetings
to all my comrades-in-arms.
Venceremos,
Jones

